INDI Servers in LBTI Website

Web Figure:

![Diagram of LBTI system with INDI servers and various components]

Explanation of Figure:

Essentially, this is how the Web Page for the LBTI utilizes the INDI servers to alter the different systems in the LBTI. On the Web Page, there are various buttons and text areas that display/change the attributes in a system on the LBTI. When someone changes a value on the page, this information goes through the Web Server over to an INDI server. This server has many drivers attached to it. When the button on the site is pressed, it will send a SET INDI command that will go through the INDI server to the Driver and change the value. If a value on the Driver is changed, it will send a NEW INDI command through the INDI server to the Web Page.

It may also be that an INDI command will access another INDI server, as shown above.

All of the INDI commands discussed earlier can be sent through this system and apply to the interface between the User and the LBTI.